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ABSTRACT To better focus manuscript collection activity, staff of the State
Archives and Historical Research Library at the State Historical Society of
North Dakota have developed a technique for manuscript collection develop-
ment analysis. This technique employs a system to assess subject content and
research values of manuscript collections and includes a statistical analysis
method to determine various collection attributes. The results of the analysis
are data indicating collection strengths and collection development needs. With
this information archivists are better able to build and strengthen a manuscript
collection.

Introduction
Archivists have long recognized the advantages of systematic acquisition of

manuscripts and other documentary material but frequently lack information
that could help manage the activity. Impressions on the nature of a manuscript
collection are not enough to guide acquisition activities. Repository collection
policies (where they exist) are often vague, but even well defined acquisition
policies are not sufficient to guide archivists in building a strong manuscript
collection. Efficient allocation of acquisition efforts and resources requires
knowledge of the repository's present manuscript collection: the various subject
areas represented; the quality and level of documentation; the chronological
distribution of the collection; and the research values. The actual nature and
scope of the manuscript collection should then be measured against the col-
lection model defined in the acquisitions policy and presented in program
objectives. Having thus discovered collections strengths and weaknesses,
archivists can pursue acquisition activities that will efficiently build and
strengthen the manuscript collection.

The acquisitions policy of the State Archives and Historical Research Library
(SAHRL) of the State Historical Society of North Dakota provides, in part, that"primary emphasis will be on acquiring research materials to document the
history of the State of North Dakota, the Territory of Dakota, and the area now
known as North Dakota." Since our mandate is so broad, we needed to find
a way to focus our efforts to systematically build our manuscript collection.
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There are few established techniques for repository-level evaluation of man-
uscript collections in relation to acquisition needs. The SAHRL staff has
developed an approach considering both quantitative and qualitative factors.
This collection development analysis consists of a survey of manuscript collec-
tion research values and statistical analysis of the results.

This collection development analysis method was in part inspired by, though
not modeled after quantitative methods for evaluation of library collections
(e.g., Clapp-Jordan formula, Washington State formula, etc.). However, our
approach is similar in method and outcome to liquidity ratios and other
measurements economists and financial managers use to assess the status or
condition of an economic enterprise. State Archivist Gerald Newborg was
instrumental in developing this collection analysis technique. The collection
development analysis has produced statistics offering indications of the research
strengths and weaknesses of our manuscript collection. Computation of statis-
tics measuring manuscript collection research values and levels of documen-
tation are useful, not as definitively precise measurements of the research value
of manuscripts in a repository, but as approximate indicators showing the
archivist where acquisitions resources should be applied. Though the statis-
tics are inexact and subjective, they are valuable as indicators of manuscript
collection characteristics and strengths.

The key factor measured to determine manuscript collection strengths and
acquisitions needs was the topical research value of each manuscript collec-
tion. Though the actual volume of a manuscript collection was not recorded
as part of the survey data, relative volume (small vs. large) was considered with
other characteristics when determining the research value of a collection.
Patron use data, and data concerning the relevance of a manuscripts collec-
tion to our program were not considered as part of the analysis. These factors
are important in assessing the research value of a manuscript collection. In our
case patron use data on individual manuscript collections was not readily avail-
able for a sufficient period of time. If the data were available, we would have
included it in the analysis. Very few of our manuscripts collections are not rele-
vant to the program. Consequently, we did not measure or consider collection
relevance. A more comprehensive collection development evaluation would
consider these factors.

State Archives staff member Greg Camp spent approximately 100 hours
surveying 462 major manuscript collections in November and December, 1986.
Manuscript collections measuring less than 0.25 cu. ft. were not considered in
the analysis. Small or single item manuscript collections were not considered
in the collection development evaluation because they only represent about 1%
of the volume of our manuscript collection. (The major collections measure
nearly 1,700 cubic feet). We assumed the topical research values of the small
or single item manuscript collections approximate the research value distribu-
tions of the major collections. Thus limiting the measurement and analysis of
research value data to the major collections still resulted in a reasonably
accurate evaluation. These circumstances may not be present in any other
manuscript repository. Consequently, archivists using this method may find
it necessary to analyze all manuscript collections in their holdings.

Survey data were gathered from the manuscript catalog, collection inven-
tories, and, if it was necessary, physical examination of manuscript collections.
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Individual manuscript collections were assigned weighted ratings reflecting
the analyst's assessment of their research value. The collection development
statistics were computed from the data gathered in the survey.

Collection Analysis Method

Analysis by Subject Categories
The manuscript collections were analyzed in terms of twenty broad subject

categories adopted with some modifications from the "Basic Hierarchy/Main
Entries" list developed by the Midwest Archives Guide Project. The list of
subject categories of the State Historical Society of North Dakota collection
development analysis was borrowed in large part from an earlier study by the
Minnesota Historical Society, which Gloria A. Thompson described in "From
Profile to Policy: A Minnesota Historical Society Case Study in Collection
Development" (Midwestern Archivist 8, No. 2, 1983). Our manuscript collec-
tion area is broad, comprising the documentary universe of the state of North
Dakota. Consequently, adoption of this list of subject categories for our
collection analysis was appropriate since it covers many broad subject areas.
The subject categories for this collection development analysis are:
1. Agriculture-collections relating to culture of the soil or domestic animals andplants; includes agricultural organizations, accounts of life as farmers, horticul-

turists, etc. Excludes business topics such as co-operatives, farm machinery
production, agri-business.

2. Business-agri-business, lumbering, transportation, fur trade, mining, merchan-
dising, communications, banks, co-operatives, other.

3. Labor labor leaders, labor movement, unions, anti-union groups.4. Economic Affairs-consumers, Depression, advertising, tourism promotion, eco-
nomic concepts, and processes.

5. Environmental Affairs exploration, surveying/mapping, land, conservation,
ecology concerns.

6. Science, Medicine, Technology, Professional Organizations typically, archives
of associations of professionals and scientists, research institutes, projects, health
care organizations; technical, industrial, research material.7. Education-school histories, parent-teacher-student associations, school activi-
ties, papers of educators.

8. Culture arts, architecture, recreation, sports, and organizations concerned with
these.

9. Religious Life missionaries, clergy, religious sentiments of individuals and reflec-
tions of religious movements.

10. Church Records-typically, archives of religious organizations and programs.11. Family Life courtship, marriage, parent-child-sibling relationships, social
organizations.

12. Genealogy/Biography genealogy collections, papers of genealogists, and col-
lections documenting a person's life or career.

13. Ethnicity and Racial Groups-process of immigration, individuals and organi-
zations, accounts of life in U.S.

14. Law and Judiciary papers of lawyers and judges.
15. Military Affairs-various wars, anti-war activities, pacifism, military/patriotic

organizations.
16. Politics-parties, political movements, politicians.
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17. Social Welfare and Social Reform-includes organizations and clubs, also pro-
grams such as Peace Corps and VISTA.

18. Women-women, women's movement, women's groups not part of above
categories.

19. Frontier and Pioneer Life-collections documenting various experiences, such
as settlement, homesteading, early exploration, etc.

20. Government-collections relating to state, local, and federal government
administration.

Few manuscript repositories, particularly those with a narrower collection
focus, will want or need to use our group of subject categories entirely. The
subject categories selected for a collection development analysis for a specific
manuscripts repository must be tailored to represent the research and collec-
tion interests of the program.

Topics or subjects identified within manuscript collections were assigned to
the appropriate subject category. One to four subject categories could be
assigned to each manuscript collection analyzed. Many manuscript collections
do in fact contain data on more than four of our subject categories. But the
selection was limited to the four major subject categories in a collection to
estimate the strengths of a manuscript collection on the repository level. The
purpose of the collection development analysis is not to exhaustively identify
every possible research value. It is possible to expand the rating system to
accommodate scores in all 20 subject categories. We determined in our case,
however, that after ratings in four major subject categories were assigned, the
research values in other subject categories in most collections would be too slim
to measure with this system.

As subjects within manuscript collections were identified, the analyst
assigned a research value rating to the corresponding subject category. We
developed a formula and instructions to guide the analyst in determining
research values.

Determining Research Values within Subject Categories

For this study, research value is the presence of information in a manuscript
collection that relates to one or more of the 20 defined subject categories.
Research values of manuscript collections are difficult to assess. Research value
can be said to be a function of the presence and strength of several collection
attributes. The most significant of these attributes for our study were the form
of material, information level, volume, variety of documentation, complete-
ness, and the perspective or relationship of the collection generator to topic(s)
documented. The analyst took all of these factors into account in assessing and
rating manuscript collections.

Form of material. Minutes, correspondence, diaries, notes, and drawings,
are examples of different forms of material often present in a manuscript
collection. Some forms, such as minutes or diaries, are generally of greater
research value than other forms, such as receipts.

Information level. This factor refers to the evidential and informational value
levels of the collection. The amount of information in a manuscript collection
can be difficult to determine. Often, the form, volume, variety, and complete-
ness of the collection will determine the information level of the collection.
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Volume. Generally, we assumed that more voluminous collections were ofgreater value than small collections. Voluminous collections more often contain
greater and more varied amounts of documentation. However, the value of
volume may be dependent on the form of material. Voluminous collections
consisting of canceled checks and invoices may be of little research value.

Variety of documentation. This attribute refers to the number of different
forms or types of documentation and the purpose(s) for which it was generated.
Collections consisting of multiple records series may be more valuable than col-
lections containing few or only one series.

Completeness. Completeness of a collection can be considered in terms of
both its time span and the presence of significant material. The value of a
collection may be diminished if it documents only a few years of the history
of an organization, person, or movement. Similarly, collections missing signifi-
cant portions, such as an organization's minutes, suffer a decrease in research
value.

Relationship of the generator. The perspective of the generator of the
collection can affect research value. Collections generated by direct participants
are often more valuable than collections generated by third parties. This axiom
must be applied carefully. It is possible that a knowledgeable and perceptiveobserver may generate valuable documentation complementary to documen-
tation recorded by direct participants.

Collection Rating System
Taking these collection attributes into account, the collection analyst madea subjective judgment concerning the research value(s) of the collection. Thesystem designed for rating manuscript collections employed a four-level research

value scale operating within a 20-subject category range. The four research
value rating levels were 1 = weak, 2 = fair, 3 = good, and 4 = strong. Man-
uscript collections were rated in at least one and not more than four of the
twenty broad subject categories. Any combination of research value ratingswas assigned depending on the values of the collection. Each collection was
rated on its own merits.

The Collection Analysis Work Sheet was the primary data recording instru-
ment. Research value ratings were registered on the Collection Analysis Work
Sheet under the appropriate subject category. It was designed to accommo-
date the collection title, collection number, one to four subject category rat-
ings, and one to four date codes.

Research Value Ratings
1 = Weak. Collections rated "weak" in a topical area are just barely wor-

thy of a rating, although they may have been rated higher in other topical areas.
Often, the information in them is scant and peripheral. The form of the col-
lection usually is not of the highest order, e.g., invoices, paid bills. Often the
volume of the collection is small. Significant portions of the collection may be
missing. Few, or only one records series may be present.

2 = Fair. Collections rated "fair" are generally more complete, informa-
tive, and voluminous than "weak" collections. The records are of better form
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and variety, but are still insufficient in value or volume to provide in-depth
documentation for the topic.

3 = Good. Collections rated "good" are relatively complete and contain
significant and varied documentation. Excessive amounts of low quality
documentation media (such as vouchers or warrants), or the absence of small
portions of significant material make the rating less than "strong."

4 = Strong. Collections rated "strong" are of superior value. They are gener-
ally complete in both form and information content. They often contain
multiple records series and may be voluminous. All or most parts of the
collection are extant. The generator of the collection is usually a significant
or major participant in the affairs of events documented, not just an observer.

Date Codes

Each collection was also assigned one or more date codes according to the
following scale:

to 1870 1
1871-1915 2
1916-1945 3
post 1946 4

COLLECTION ANALYSIS WORK SHEET
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A date code only reflects the presence of material from a period within the
chronological scale. This is not a scale of values for the date spans.

Date codes were entered in the "date" column of the Collection Analysis
Work Sheet.

Statistical Methods and Rules for Analysis of Data
Once the Collection Analysis Work Sheets were completed, we used arith-metic techniques to analyze the results. The equations below were devised to

identify and rank collection strengths and acquisitions needs. All statistical
results of the collection analysis are detailed in Table 1, Collection Analysis
Statistics.

Preliminary Calculations
To compute statistics that will indicate the nature of the manuscript collec-

tion, it is necessary to perform a few preliminary calculations: the category
raw score, category score, and the optimum score.

Category raw score (CRS): The number of ratings assigned within a subjectcategory. For example, the Economic Affairs category was assigned 1 weakrating, 1 fair rating, 8 good ratings, and 7 strong ratings, for a category raw
score of 17. The sum of the raw scores (E RS) is 944.

Category Score (CS): The sum of all of the value ratings within a particular
category. For example, in the Agriculture category, the category score is
calculated thus:

3 weak ratings x value (1) = 3
10 fair ratings x value (2) = 20
5 good ratings x value (3) = 15

5 strong ratings x value (4) = 20
category score 69

Optimum category score (OS): The optimum category score is determined
by multiplying the category raw score by 4 (the highest possible score for eachassigned rating). The optimum category score computes the highest possible
score for a subject category, which alone has little value, but it is used to
calculate the category strength ratio.

Collection Analysis Statistics
With these preliminary calculations, it is possible to compute the following

statistics: category rank, category ratio, category strength ratio, good/strong
ratio, rating ratio, and date ratio.

Category rank: The relative position (in ascending order) of a subject cate-
gory among all subject categories; an indicator of the relative strength of subject
categories. The category rank may be established from the category raw score(via the category ratio), the category score (actual score), or the optimum
category score. The category rank on Table 1 was determined from the cate-gory raw scores (i.e., the category with the largest category raw score was ranked
1, etc.)



TABLE 1
COLLECTION ANALYSIS STATISTICS

Ratings Scores/Ratios

Category

1. Agriculture
2. Business
3. Labor
4. Economic Affairs
5. Environmental Affairs
6. Science, Medicine,

Technology, Prof. Org.
7. Education
8. Culture
9. Religious Life

10. Church Records
11. Family Life
12. Genealogy/Biography
13. Ethnicity
14. Law and Judiciary
15. Military Affairs
16. Politics
17. Social Welfare and

Social Reform
18. Women
19. Frontier and Pioneer

Life
20. Government

RATING TOTALS
RATING RATIO

Good +
Weak Fair Good Strong Strong

14 10 5 5 10
49 79 28 17 45

1 3 3 5 8
1 1 8 7 15
0 6 0 2 2
5 14 1 3 4

4 11 4 7 11
28 71 18 4 22

2 9 6 9 15
1 18 7 8 15

15 29 15 2 17
3 8 0 0 0
2 22 16 12 28
3 16 6 3 9
5 28 7 6 13

11 40 18 11 29
6 60 24 3 27

6 24 11 1 12
9 11 5 0 15

10 15 4 3 7
175 475 186 108 294
.185 .503 .197 .114

Category Good/
Category Category Optimum Category Category Strength Strong
Raw Score Score Score Rank Ratio Ratio Ratio

34 69 136 10 .036 .51 .68

173 359 692 1 .183 .52 3.06

12 36 48 18 .012 .75 .54

17 55 68 17 .018 .81 1.02

8 20 32 20 .008 .63 .14
23 48 92 16 .024 .52 .27
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66240
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3
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Category ratio: The portion or percentage a subject category occupied withinthe 20 subject categories. Considered together for all subject categories, thecategory ratio reveals the research value distribution for all manuscript
collections. The category ratio is determined by dividing the category raw score
(CRS) by the sum of the raw scores for all categories (RS).

CRS + E RS = category ratio
In our case, the category ratios show that nearly 4 % (34 - 944) of ourmanuscript collection has research value in the Agriculture subject category

and slightly over 18 % (173 + 944) has research value in Business.
Category strength ratio: The category strength ratio is calculated by divid-

ing the category score (CS) by the optimum score (OS).
CS + OS = category strength ratio

The category strength ratio (CSR) is a good indicator of the distribution of
the research value ratings within a category. A high CSR shows that themajority of collections in that category merited a good or strong rating. Simi-
larly, a low CSR (below 0.50) shows that a majority of collections in that cate-
gory were assigned weak or fair research value ratings.

The category strength ratio measurement is essential to truly understand the
strength of a subject category. Without this measurement, we would have been
misled as to the actual strengths of some collection areas based on othermeasurements, such as category rank. For instance, the Business collections
subject category is the single largest category (in terms of category ratio),
comprising 18 % of all manuscript collections, while Labor collections comprise
only 1%. However, the CSR of the Business subject category is only 0.52,showing that a large number of our Business collections are of relatively low
research value. Meanwhile, the Labor CSR is a respectable 0.75, showing thatour Labor collections, though relatively few, are of significant research value.
This conclusion must, however, be balanced by consideration of the good/strong
ratio.

Good/strong ratio: The good/strong ratio is an indicator that gives higherrankings to subject categories assigned many good or strong ratings. The equa-
tion for the good/strong ratio is:

G + S = good/strong ratio
E (G + S) + n

Where:
G = number of good ratings in a subject category
S = number of strong ratings in a subject category

E (G + S) = sum of good and strong ratings for all subject
categories (294)

n = number of subject categories (20)
E(G + S) + n = 14.7 = 1

For example, in the Education category, where G = 4 and S = 7, the
good/strong ratio is (4 + 7) + 14.7 = 0.75.

The good/strong ratio within a subject category may give a truer picture ofresearch values in that category in cases where a large number of weak and
fair collection ratings skews the category strength ratio. For instance, a large
number of weak and fair collections in the business category resulted in a low0.52 category strength ratio indicating the research value of this category was
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weak. However, the good/strong ratio for the business category is a very strong
3.06, the highest in any category.

The mean number of good and strong ratings in a subject category is 14.7,
in relative terms equal to 1. We then assumed that categories with a good/strong
ratio less than 1 were of weak research value.

Rating ratio: The rating ratio is determined by dividing the sum of the
assignments for each value rating (individual rating total, F RT) by the sum
of the category raw scores (E CRS).

E RT = rating ratioE CRS

For example, the rating total for "weak" ratings is 175. The rating ratio is
175 - 944 = 0.185.

The rating ratio reveals the distribution of the assigned research value ratings.
In our case, the rating ratio shows 18.5 % of our manuscript collection is of
"weak" research value, 50.3 % is "fair," 19.7 % is "good;' and 11.4 % is "strong."
These statistics, though of some interest, are too general to be of practical value.

Date ratio: The portion or percentage a chronological period occupies within
the time span of the four chronological periods. The date ratio is calculated
by dividing the number of assigned ratings within one chronological period
by the total number of ratings for all four periods.

no. of ratings in period + no. of ratings for all periods = date ratio
The date ratio is used to determine the chronological distribution of the

manuscript collection as a whole. We discovered that 6 % of our manuscript
collection pre-dates 1870; 29 % dates from 1871-1915; 36 %, 1916-1945; and 29 %
post-dates 1946. The distribution for the latter three periods is fairly uniform;
material from the earliest period is scant (one would expect such a distribu-
tion as this) indicating a need, in our case, to concentrate on acquiring collec-
tions from this period.

Collection Development Analysis Findings

Determining Collection Development Needs

To determine where acquisition resources should be applied, we considered
the category rank, the category ratio, the category strength ratio, and the good/
strong ratio. We used the following breakpoints to distinguish between accept-
able and weak levels of documentation in a subject category:
1. A category rank of 1-10 is acceptable; 10-20 is weak.
2. A category strength ratio above 0.50 is acceptable; 0.50 or below is weak.
3. A category ratio above 0.03 is acceptable; 0.03 or less is weak.
4. A category good/strong ratio of 1 or more is acceptable; less than 1 is weak.

The collection development ratings chart (Table 2) shows the results of this
analysis. It consists of columns for the subject category and the corresponding
category rank, category strength ratio, category ratio, good/strong ratio, and
a collection development rating of "critical;' "marginal;' or "satisfactory" We
used the following rules to assign collection development ratings:

Satisfactory. At least three of the ratios are better than the minimum accept-
able levels. A satisfactory category does not warrant special acquisition activities
at this time.
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Marginal. Two of the ratios fall below the minimum acceptable levels. A
marginal subject category is in need of enhancement.

Critical. Three or four of the ratios fall below the minimum acceptable levels.
A critical subject category requires immediate attention.

Due to constraints on our acquisitions activities, we needed to select a num-
ber of subject categories where acquisitions efforts would be most beneficial.
For that reason, subject categories receiving a satisfactory or marginal rating
were in most cases excluded from further consideration.

Those subject categories receiving critical ratings were the primary focus
of further analysis.

Ranking the critical subject categories was difficult. In addition to the
analysis findings, other manuscript management information must be consid-
ered in ranking acquisitions priorities. Factors including staff or institutional
preferences for certain categories over others, the uncertainty and difficulty
of locating and acquiring extant documentary material (clearly, it is impossible
to acquire comprehensive documentation in some subject categories), the
number and quality of collections currently in holdings, and the volume and
quality of the totality of documentary material in the State Archives, our
library, and other manuscripts repositories need to be considered to properly
rank the critical areas. Areas where the application of limited resources would
produce the greatest results, such as collection of institutional or organizational
records, were also given consideration. Taking all of these factors into account,
we established a rationale for identifying and ranking subject categories needing
strengthening through acquisition activities. The following ten categories are
listed in priority order.

1. Agriculture: Agriculture has always been vitally important to North
Dakota. We felt that, even though the area was not rated "critical," acqui-
sition of documentary materials on agriculture is a first priority.

2. Environmental Affairs: There are only eight collections (less than 1%) that
deal with this subject. This area needs to be strengthened because it has
assumed greater importance in recent years.

3. Economic Affairs: Sources documenting economic development in North
Dakota (in all areas, such as industry, agricultural diversification, banking,
agribusiness, promotional activities, etc.) must be given high priority.

4. Science, Medicine, Technology, Professional Organizations: This area is not
well documented in the manuscript collection. We must strengthen this
area to reflect the increasing influence of technology and science in society.

5. Labor: Though organized labor in North Dakota is small, we must try to
preserve what documentary material is available, especially since ours is
the only North Dakota manuscript repository that collects in this area.

6. Law and Judiciary: Only a few manuscript collections were rated "strong"
in this category. This area needs enhancement.

7. Government: Though this category received poor ratings, it is not a higher
priority because of the strength of documentation in the State Archives.

8. Education: This category, too, is well-documented in the State Archives;
thus its lower ranking in this list.

9. Genealogy/Biography: This category does not warrant immediate atten-
tion as the data may indicate. We have a separate collection of genealog-
ical manuscripts that were not considered in this analysis.
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10. Frontier and Pioneer Life: Though this area was rated critical, it does not
merit a higher priority. Original documentary material in this area is scarce
and difficult to locate. And though this category is weak in major collec-
tions, it is the largest category in the small collections.

After critical collection development areas were identified and ranked, we
devised collection strategies. Because of resource restraints and the relatively
low priority of some of the critical areas, we decided to emphasize collection
of documentary material within the five highest priority subject categories:
agriculture; environmental affairs; economic affairs; science, medicine, tech-
nology, professional organizations; and labor. We must do further analysis
within each of the subject categories to identify subcategory strengths and
information gaps.

The manuscript collection development analysis method developed at the
State Historical Society of North Dakota could work in virtually any setting
with an equally broad subject collection area. Because of variations in the size
and scope of manuscript collections in different repositories, other subject
categories could be used, other factors could be considered in assigning research
value ratings, and other breakpoints could be used to distinguish satisfactory
from unsatisfactory levels of documentation. In any case, the basic statistical
methods would be the same.

The collection development analysis provided a new and more accurate
appraisal of the research values of our manuscript collection. The analysis
refuted many preconceived notions of the nature of the manuscript holdings
(such as an assumption that the research value of our agricultural collection
was greater than our political collections), and gave us a better idea of what
our real research strengths and weaknesses are. We are considering modifica-
tion of our manuscripts bibliographic database so we can enter and analyze
collection research value data and generate periodic manuscript collection
development reports. We also began a similar study of the State Archives in
order to assess the quality and scope of our documentary collections as a whole.

Archivists interested in the results of the manuscript collection development
analysis at the State Historical Society of North Dakota are invited to write
the State Archives and Historical Research Library, North Dakota Heritage
Center, Bismarck, ND 58505-0179.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: David Gray is a deputy state archivist at the State
Historical Society of North Dakota and archivist for the Diocese of Bismarck,
North Dakota.
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